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Direct and indirect searches of WIMP DM 
complementary to colliders 

Direct detection: 
DM scattering against nuclei, recoil 

Indirect detection: 
Annihilation in astrophysical envir. 
Observation of SM products of annih. 

Production at LHC 



Possible observables for DM annihilation: 
Galactic center, Dwarf Galaxies, Galactic Halo… 

dependence on density structure 
discovery (or constraints) subject to same uncertainty 



from this  to this  

you have to use this 

Velocity distribution properties of DM 
DM density at the Sun’s location, ρ0 

Direct searches of WIMP DM: 



Direct and indirect searches  
complementary to colliders 



Direct and inDirect 
crucially depend on DM distribution 

(well motivated)  
hints from numerical simulations 



DM density at the Sun: ρ0 = ? 

We know there is  
“little” DM here, 
But how little? 



Determination of local DM density ρ0 

Give consistent results 

Local observables 
(e.g. Garbari et al.) 

vs 

global modelling of MW 
(e.g. Catena & Ullio) 



Local determination of ρ0 

Vertical motion of stars, determining the whole local potential 



Subtracting local baryonic (stellar) contribution to get DM 
(no implicit assumption on DM presence) 

Local determination of ρ0 



Adding Dark Matter:�
fitting halo shapes

[M. Benito-Castaño, w.i.p.] 

baryon 

NFW/Einasto/… 



Global determination of ρ(r) 

Underlying assumption on DM presence and distribution shape 

Fitting a DM profile to the 
Rotation Curve, on top of 

other components 

[FI, Pato, Bertone, Jetzer, ‘11] 



[Read, 2014] 

Determination of local DM density ρ0 
a historical perspective 
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•  The observed rotation curve 
•  The “expected” rotation curve 

•  Some “grano salis” 

•  Working hypothesis (later on) 

The case of the Milky Way:�
ingredients



Φtot = Φbulge+Φdisk+Φgas  ?? 

The case of the Milky Way:�
the question

[can the observed, luminous components make up to the whole gravitational potential?] 

…and if not… 

Rotation curve as a tracer of the total potential



The Milky Way:�
observed rotation curve �

I.  principles

observing tracers from our own position,  
transforming into GC-centric reference frame 



The Milky Way:�
observed rotation curve�

II. tracers



The Milky Way:�
observed rotation curve�

III. curve

Data compilation by [Sofue et al, ‘08] 



The Milky Way:�
observed rotation curve�

II’. data again (a new compilation)



The Milky Way:�
observed rotation curve�

IV. public tool

Available soon: 
reserve your copy now!  

[Pato & FI, soon] 

Customizable galactic parameters 
(R0,V0) 
peculiar motions, etc… 



The Milky Way Rotation Curve�
as observed

All tracers, optimized for precision between R=3-20 kpc 

[Iocco, Pato, Bertone, Nature Physics 2015] 



The Milky Way:�
expected rotation curve

Φbaryon = Φbulge+Φdisk+Φgas 

Constructing the curve expected from observed mass profiles 



The Milky Way:�
expected rotation curve�

1. the baryonic components



The visible Milky Way: observations of morphology 



The visible Milky Way: observations of morphology 



The visible Milky Way: observations of morphology 



The Milky Way:�
expected rotation curve

integrating observed profiles 

[Iocco, Pato, Bertone, Nature Physics 2015] 



The Milky Way:�
testing expectactions

observational 

observational 

Φtot 

Φbar=Φbulge+Φdisk+Φgas 



The Milky Way:�
testing expectactions�

(with no additional assumptions)

[Iocco, Pato, Bertone, 2015] 



The Milky Way:�
testing expectactions�

(with no additional assumption)�
((and some technical detail))

ω = Vc / Rc  

R0=8 kpc 
V0=230 km/s 

Uncorrelated 
uncertainties 

[Iocco, Pato, Bertone, Nature Physics 2015] 



•  Computing the “badness-of-fit” (discrepancy) of 
each baryon rot. curve (no DM!!) to observed one 

•  One COULD bin (and we have done it) but loss of 
information: using 2D chi-square  

(uncertainties on R, as well) 

The Milky Way:�
testing expectactions�

(with no additional assumptions)�
((and some technical detail))



Do the baryon-only curves fit 
with the observed RC? 

Answer is NO:  
Every single model above 5 σ, already at R<R0!!

R0= 8 kpc 

Integrated X2/d.o.f. vs Radius
Red line = 5 σ equivalent 

[Iocco, Pato, Bertone, Nature Physics 2015] 



•  Variation of Galactic parameters 
•  (De)selection of tracer class / datasets 
•  Spiral Arm systematics 
•  Binning (/averaging/statistics) 
•  Lower Radius cut (axsimmetry breaking) 
•  Of course, different (heavier) normal. of baryonic comp. 
•  Whatnot… 

Some performed checks 
(ask me for details) 

I forgot something? You got a problem? 
email me at 

iocco@ift.unesp.br 
before posting on arXiv 



The Milky Way:�

Evidence for Dark Matter ??

Discrepancy between:  
observed rotation curve and observation-based expectations 

assuming Newton’s law of gravity 

Ansatz for the following is that same physics is valid at all scales  
(remember Clusters and CMB) 



Modified Newtonian Dynamics? 

µ(a/a0) ≈ 1,  a >>a0 

µ(a/a0)≈a/a0,  a << a0 

recovering Newton 
in “strong” gravity regime 

[ Iocco, Pato, Bertone, arXiv:1505.05181 ] 

µ(a/a0) analytical fit to data,  
not from first principles 

 x = a/a0 



Motivating dark haloes 

vResidual =  (v2
tot-v2

bar)1/2 

Vanilla NFW [ρ0=0.4 GeV/cm3;rs=20kpc] 
No fitting: 



Adding Dark Matter:�
fitting halo shapes

[M. Benito-Castaño, w.i.p.] 

baryon 

NFW 



Global determination of halo parameters 

Underlying assumption on DM presence and distribution shape 

Fitting a DM profile to the 
Rotation Curve, on top of 

other components 

[FI, Pato, Bertone, Jetzer, ‘11] 



Excellent agreement with simulation parameter space, 
and determination of ρ0 

The Milky Way:�
fitting Dark Halo parameters

[FI, Pato et al., 2011] 



The Milky Way:�
spherical halos on top of baryonic models

scanning halo parameter space for each baryonic model 



The Milky Way:�
the importance of baryon modelling

Rs=20 kpc 

(R0,v0)=(8kpc,230km/s) 

[Pato, FI, and Bertone, arXiv:0504.06324 ] 



The Milky Way:�
the importance of baryon modelling

(R0,v0)=(8kpc,230km/s) 

Rs=20 kpc 

[Pato, FI, and Bertone, arXiv:0504.06324 ] 



The Milky Way’s spine:�
an agnostic approach�

reconstructing the profile from observations alone�
no assumptions on the shape of the profile

Pato and FI,  ApJL 2015 

Assumption of spherical symmetry 



The Milky Way’s spine:�
an unbiased reconstruction

(R0,v0)=(8kpc,230km/s) 

Pato and FI,  ApJL 2015 



Cuncta stricte	

•  Model-independent, assumption-free analysis 

•  Based on observational data only 
•  DM “not included” 

•  Evidence for discrepancy between  
Observed and theoretical (obs. infer.) RC 

•  5 σ at R < R0 (inner Galaxy) 
•  Analysis is solid against galactic parameter 

variation and systematics 



Cuncta stricte	

•  Dramatic increase in precision determining DM distr. 

•  Highlights we have little accuracy 
(dependence of DM parameters from prior on atrophys) 

•  More work to be done 
(marginalization on Galactic parameters, full Rs dependence) 

•  Future looks Dark 
(and that’s good) 



In progress	

•  Determination of (ρ0,α)  

with different galactic configurations 

•  Direct determination of DM profile 

•  Testing alternatives 

FUTURUS	


•  Generalization to non-spherical profiles 
•  Test adiabatic contraction (spike) 



A closer look at uncertainties 

[Pato, FI, and Bertone, arXiv:0504.06324 ] 



Testing different setups 
(systematics and parameters) 

R0=8 kpc 
V0=230 km/s 

Same conclusions if 
scanning: 

Spiral Arms syst. 

LSR values 



Testing galactic parameter variation 

V0=230 km/s 

R0=8 kpc 

V0=230 km/s 

R0=8 kpc 

Same conclusions if 
scanning: 

Local circular velocity 

Solar distance 



Dissecting Rotation Curve 
(testing separate tracers) 

R0=8 kpc 
V0=230 km/s 

Same conclusions if using:

Stellar objects only 
Masers only 
Gas kinematics only 



Some more checks 



Modified Newtonian Dynamics? 

µ(a/a0) ≈ 1,  a >>a0 

µ(a/a0)≈a/a0,  a << a0 

recovering Newton 
in “strong” gravity regime 

µ(a/a0) analytical fit to data,  
not from first principles 

 x = a/a0 

[ Iocco, Pato, Bertone, arXiv:1505.05181 ] 


